
. 
“It’s hard to hate up close.” 




High on a hill, 

far from the hustle and bustle of the city 

rests a quiet neighborhood.  

In this peaceful grove of old oak trees,  

Fluff Mc Duff lives in a cozy home 

and Squirrelly Whirly lives in a cozy nest,  

both on Acorn Lane. 



Fluff likes to guard his yard while  

napping near the backdoor. 

However today his nap is interrupted by a …





That foolish Fluff, he’s nothing but a   

big bully with a bossy bark.

Why it’s that sneaky Squirrelly,  

he’s nothing but a rat with a fancy tail!



Fluff knows he’s not supposed to, but when he see’s 

 Squirrelly he accidentally pushes his paws on the door .



Fluff darts across the lawn.   

Tufts of grass and acorns fly everywhere.  

Squirrelly scurries up the tree as fast as he can! 



You just tore up 

all the nuts I planted  

        
for my 

winter meals!

You keep dropping  

acorn shells with sharp points  

that poke into my paws!
woof, w

oof, w
oof!

chirp!  

chirp,     

chirp!

After lots of woofing, chirping and chasing …



Your poops are bigger than me, 


it’s exhausting having to  leap over them  

to get  to my tree!

Your poops are so tiny, you leave them 

spread out all over my favorite  

sniffing spots

They sit and glare at each other from a distance 

thinking all kinds of terrible thoughts about each other. 
They talk poop about each other until they are 

worn out by the weight of all their mean thoughts.
Exhausted they fall asleep.  Until… 





Squirrelly’s  heart thumps,  

Squirrelly’s blood pumps,  

Squirrelly stands up and… 


Oh no!





Oh no!



Wow! I’ve always wanted to be this close to Squirrelly,  finally I can eat him in one bite! 

I’m so close to Fluff I could scratch  

into his big nose with my sharp claws! 

But wait, Squirrelly’s eyes look just like mine.

Oh my, Fluff’s eyes look just like mine.

If I eat Squirrelly then who will I have to play chase?

If I scratch Fluff’s nose  

how will he find me to play chase? 

Squirrelly decides he must do  
what he does best…

I can feel Squirrelly’s heart, its beating just like mine

I can feel Fluff’s breath, it’s warm just like mine.





… and lands on the  
best place in the garden. 

ahh, even softer 

 than my nest

ah, such a soft little blanket.

Ever since that day,  
the garden is no longer Fluff’s,  

its no longer Squirrelly’s  
it theirs, together to share! 

Note :  
The inside cover pages, ‘end 

pages’ could be like a wall paper of 
drawings of them playing together 
in the backyard, Squirrelly leaping 
over big poops, Fluff running with 
Squirrelly on his back, Squirrelly 
pulling shells out of Fluff’s paws, 

etc…


